
Addendum #2- 2223-001 8/24/22

1) Is primary electric already provided to the exterior channel letter sign installation site?
No.

2) Is primary electric already provided to the LED Exterior sign installation site? No.
3) Page 10 of the IFB states that a SC licensed electrical engineer is to be engaged to

engineer electrical systems for each sign based on the sign type location and governing
codes. Will a licensed electrician be adequate? Yes.

4) Is Watchfire LED an approved equal for the Daktronics LED? As long as the
specifications are comparable to the Daktronics LED.

5) Are the internally illuminated channel letters mounted on raceways? There are no
raceways present on the building.

6) Are the internally illuminated channel letters mounted flush to the wall? Yes.
7) Is there adequate access behind the wall at the location of the internally illuminated

channel letters to allow for installation personnel to work? The access for the internally
illuminated sign is above a restroom.

8) Will a lift be needed to reach behind the wall at the location of the internally illuminated
channel letters? Yes a Lift will be needed

9) Are there construction drawings for the building showing the wall sections? Yes, we do
have drawings, we are waiting to get those from the contractor and can provide
them to the awarded contractor.

10) The drawing seems to indicate there may be a sign on the side elevation of the building.
Please clarify. There is no signage on the building presently. The signage
requested in the bid is shown on the drawing.

11) Are the 10” aluminum lettering on the building to be flush mounted or mounted with
stand-offs?The aluminum lettering is flush mounted to match the lettering for
Greenwood High School.

12) Is there a site plan showing the location of the LED exterior sign? Please see attached.
13) If there is no site plan, where is the LED Exterior sign to be located? Please see

attached.
14) Please Confirm the aluminum lettering on the LED Exterior sign is non-illuminated. It is

illuminated per drawing.
15) Is the aluminum lettering on the LED Exterior sign to be flush mounted or mounted with

stand-off? The lettering on the illuminated  LED Exterior sign is to be flush
mounted.

16) The drawing indicates the LED Exterior Sign is to have a continuous spread footing. If
the engineer determines an augered footing is adequate will that be acceptable? As
long as you can provide the Engineer’s Opinion that this is adequate footing.

17) Will the School District provide school colors for the internally illuminated channel
letters? Yes upon award.

18) Are city and/or county permits required? No.
19) Will working hours be restricted? No. The working hours will not be restricted

because all work will be done on the outside of the building.
20) Is sales tax to be included in the bid? No.



21) Are there any special warranties/guarantees Please see bid.


